Abstract. Gauss RBF network has a large number of parameters is very powerful in machine learning system. However, the application of Gauss RBF network for large data sets seriously hinders the over training time. The technique used to solve this problem is to use an approximate pole. We give this kind of Gaussian RBF net a name, approximate poles Gaussian RBF net (APRBF). Our approach relies on the optimization of Gauss RBF in a carefully chosen subset of training data sets (called representative sets). We present analytical results that indicate the similarity of APRBF net and RBF net solutions. A linear time algorithm based on convex hulls and poles is used to compute the representative set in kernel space. Computational experiment on data sets of diesel engine fault parameter compared APRBF net to RBF net and one new neural net called ConvNet+maxout net. Our APRBF implementation was found to train much faster, while its classification accuracy was similar to that of ConvNet+maxout net and RBF net. Especially, APRBF training was almost 20 times faster than ConvNet+maxout net and 4 times faster than RBF net.
Introduction
Several real-world applications require the solution of large data sets for classification problems. Although known RBF provide excellent classification results, but their application to large data sets problem is hampered by the heavy training time requirements. At present, a lot of progress has been made in the design of fast training algorithm [1] [2] . However, with nonlinear kernel training time complexity is usually two times the size of the training data set [3] . When the method is used to calculate the optimal hyper parameters, the training time becomes longer and longer, because it requires repeated RBF training.
In this paper, we propose a new method for fast Gauss RBF training. Consider two kinds of data sets for N dimension data vector, x . It should be noted that the RBF formula has been widely used, in which the penalty parameter C is divided by N [5] [5] [6] . These equations make it possible to better analyze the N times scaling of the C [8] . The problem in (1) need to optimize the N variables. In general, for the RBF training algorithm, if the size of the training data set is reduced, then the training time will be reduced.
We present an alternative to (1), called the approximate pole Gauss RBF (APRBF), which requires only a subset of the training data set to be optimized. The APRBF formulation is: The classification speed of APRBF can be improved by reducing the size of the training set. Consider the use of a supervised method to find the best parameters, must use the representative data sets to repeat calculating several times.
Our main contribution is the new APRBF structure that can be used for fast RBF training.
Definition of the Representative Set
The convex hull contains X is the smallest convex set X, and can be obtained by using all possible convex combinations of elements of X [9] . If X is finite, the convex hull form a polygon. The poles of X, P(X), is a convex polygon was defined as the formation of the vertex of the convex hull of the X. Any vector i x in X can be represented as a convex combination of vectors in P(X):
Any data vector in X can be computed using only P(X) and the convex combination weights
The use of poles can provide computational efficiency. However, poles cannot be used in Gauss RBF kernel space, ( , ) ( ) ( ) 1
In this case, all the data vectors are located on the surface of the unit ball in the Gauss kernel space, so they are all poles. Therefore, we introduce the concept of approximate poles. Consider the need to simplify the collection of data vectors:
Here, the vector representation in the kernel space is only intended to be easy to understand and all calculations are performed in the kernel space. Let V be a positive integer that is much smaller than N and ϵ be a small positive real number. In order to simple symbols, we assume N is divisible by V . Note that this is not the only case. Simply put, its cardinality will be directly related to the reduction of computation amount in the case of using the method proposed in this paper. We choose not to use the minimum cardinality of a subset of approximate pole to maintain flexibility If can be seen that , The ϵ will be set to the normal number of very small, so it can be concluded that the vector 
Computation of the Approximate Poles
In this section, we propose the algorithm to calculate the representative set. We need an algorithm to calculate the approximate pole in kernel space. Osuna and Castro [10] presents a derived algorithm in kernel space data set of the convex hull of the pole. Their algorithm is based on the intensity of calculation, with a time complexity of . The parameter P is a predefined large integer. It is expected that each subset q X contains a data vector that is more similar to each other than the other subset of the data vectors. We focus on the concept that the similarity of the data vectors in the sub sets is the distance between the data vectors within the subset and the distance between the data vectors of the different sub sets. Since the execution of such separation is computationally expensive, the heuristic method is used to greatly simplify the process. Instead of calculating the distance from each other, the data in the method FLS2 and SLS are described by using distances from several selected data vectors.
After the first layer of isolation is another layer of isolation. We can consider that the first stage separation is coarse, and the second is fine. Finally, the approximate pole of the obtained subset is calculated. Two different algorithms for computing the representative sets are only different in the first stage.
The first level isolation method is called FLS2 ( ' ) , XP . When the data set is not uniform in the interval or it is not too large, we use more complex algorithms, FLS2, of time complexity
given below. First step of FLS2, the distance
. In fact, the algorithm FLS2 ( ' ) , XP constructs a two fork search tree, where each node contains a set of data sets that are selected in the second step to be divided into two data vectors k x . From the root of the tree down to the other nodes, the size of the subset halved. When the size of all the subsets on the level becomes P  , the algorithm stops. When the algorithm is considered to be an incomplete two fork search tree, it can easily get the complexity of FLS2. The final stage of such a tree will have ' () N O P nodes, so the height of the tree is
. At each level of the tree the calls to the BFPRT algorithm [11] and the rearrangement of the data vectors in second and third steps are of ( ') ON time complexity. So the total time complexity of FLS2 ( ' ) , XP is . The algorithm SLS ( ', , ') XV as follows. In the second step, the t x is the data vector in the q X of the data vector, which is the farthest distance from the origin. For some of the kernel, such as the Gauss kernel, the origin of all the data vector and the kernel space is equidistant. If the algorithm is based on the distance in such a kernel space in the second step to select l a , then the choice will be arbitrary, and here to avoid this situation. Each iteration of the For loop in step 2 involves several runs of the BFPRT algorithm, with each run followed by a rearrangement of q X . Specifically, the BFPRT algorithm is first run on P data vectors, then on PV  data vectors, then on 2 PV  data vectors and so on. Including each iteration of the For loop BFPRT algorithm operation and data vector rearrange the time complexity is: 
